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Problem Description: The Global Position System is an essential tool for navigation in today's modern 

world. Unfortunately, there are a few issues that GPS systems face as a result of how they work. GPS 

satellites orbit the earth, and a receiver makes contact with 4 satellites to find its position on the earth. 

It does this through a process called trilateration. In this process, the receiver finds it distance from 3 

satellites and then is able to create a sphere of possible locations the receiver could be. It then finds the 

intersection of these 3 spheres, and then knows its location. However, since it is communicating with 

satellites, it risks inaccurate measurements due in part to atmospheric conditions. These effects are 

most amplified during periods of high solar activity, when total electron content of the ionosphere is 

higher than normal. During these periods of increased solar activity, effects such as ionospheric 

scintillation occur, which causes random changes in the phase and amplitude of radio waves passing 

through the ionosphere. This can cause error in location the GPS derives, or it can cause a complete loss 

of signal between receiver and satellites.  

Problem Solution: We are developing an algorithm which will improve the accuracy of GPS by selecting 

which visible GPS satellites to use. The program will select the satellites that will be the least affected by 

atmospheric effects. To do this, it first has to generate a location for our receiver to be for testing. Then 

it has to generate satellites on a map of earth, and then it calculates which satellites are visible to the 

receiver (not taking into account certain terrain issues like mountains or buildings). Then, it has to get a 

map containing total electron content (TEC) data. This data comes in the form of vertical total electron 

content, which is the amount of electron content in the atmosphere from a square meter on the ground 

to the upper atmosphere. This data is available publicly through NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Our 

algorithm treats the ionosphere as a thin spherical layer that is located 400 km above the earth. It 

calculates a pierce point of the ionosphere, or where the signal would pass through this thin layer on its 

way to a receiver on the ground. It then retrieves the vertical total electron at this point, which it then 

has to convert into slant total electron content. Slant TEC is the integral of electron density N along path 

S from receiver to satellite, as shown. 
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But, since the data is given in vertical TEC, the algorithm makes a conversion from slant TEC to vertical 

TEC using the mapping function described below. 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑆

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑉
=  (1 − ( 

𝑅𝑒 cos 𝜀

𝑅𝑒 + ℎ𝑠𝑝
 )2)−1/2 

Where TECS is slant TEC, TECV is vertical TEC, Re is the radius of the earth, 𝜀 is the angle of elevation 

from receiver to satellite, and hsp is the height of the ionosphere, which in this case is 400.  

The program would then determines the slant TEC for all satellites, and pick the 4 satellites with the 

lowest values.  



Program Progress: The program is completed and executes as expected. However, we want to continue 

to work on calculating extra factors to make the simulation more accurate. In addition, the satellites are 

currently randomly generated about the map. We would like to make them to be placed accurately 

according to the specifications of GPS satellite orbit. The program was created using Java. The algorithm 

is efficient and does not take long to execute, with the usual execution time around 0.6 seconds. Below 

is an example of output, where the receiver, or green dot on the map, has been placed near 

Albuquerque. Note that the orange dots are satellites which are not visible, the red dots are satellites 

which are visible but have not been selected, and the pink dots are the satellites which have been 

selected for use. The map in the background is the TEC intensity map. The green numbers above visible 

satellites are arbitrary indices used for debugging. The gray lines are simply to help orient the observer 

to where the selected satellites are located.  

 

 

Expected Results: We feel the simulation is generally pretty accurate, but it would be optimal if we 

could find a way to test the accuracy of the solution. In addition, we want to add factors to account for 

other problems such as dilution of precision, and place satellites on the map accurately.  
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